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 Rizvi College of Education celebrated Holi on 6th of March 2023. The function was 

organised by the Assembly group no. 5 from the F.Y. B.Ed class of the college. The 
classroom board was extremely beautifully decorated by drawing and written theme 
which also indicated the day importance. The other classmates with the S.Y. B.Ed 

students and the teachers and the principal were cordially invited to the function. The 
classmates were co-ordinating with the day’s importance that is everyone was seen 
wearing white and with coulourful dupattas. It all started with compering by one of 

the students by welcoming all of the people assembled over. 

 

 

 

 



  

 As this day is celebrated as the colourful day so to ensure it the students took out 

their outmost stand to prove it. The function started by explaining the theme and 
thought for the day as it signified the importance of the day. They thoroughly 
explained the days importance and why is it celebrated and how it is celebrated. 

They made out the best by giving up their activity where it signified the day’s 
importance. Than they showed up sharing colours on their faces and everyone was 
thoroughly enjoyed. The students showed up by their talent to make this day more 

colouring, more beautiful. Some students enjoyed by dancing on different songs which 

made everyone engrossed and put up their legs to dance along.  

It was thoroughly celebrated where along teacher also co-ordinated with the students. 
As it was a day celebrated to embark the festival Holi, it was also the birth 
anniversary one of the professor GyanPrakash Arya Sir. The students joined up 

together to celebrate his birthday along with the celebration of the festival. The cake 
cutting, the songs in background and dances along made the celebration more 

amazed. The students and teachers were into the celebration totally.  

  

The day ended with the enthusiasm and coloured faces which made the day more of 

memorable and amazing. 

 

 

 


